INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Tsaparang has turned into a major tourist hub that attracts not only numerous visitors from the West but also a rapidly increasing number of Chinese parties. With its art-historical treasures, its formidable past and its spectacular location amidst eroded sandstone cliffs, the appeal that the place exerts on modern-day travellers is hardly surprising, though. Moreover, the construction and constant
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upgrading of the road links between Central and Western Tibet have made Tsaparang increasingly accessible over the years, and thus the hardship and travail that earlier visitors had to incur are now mostly a thing of the past.

As is well known, the first Westerners to reach Tsaparang were the Portuguese missionaries António de Andrade and Manuel Marques in 1624. Andrade’s account of their arduous journey was published only two years later, but regrettably it provides hardly any in-

2 For the various translations of the rare Portuguese original (Andrade 1626), see Aschoff 1989: 8 and 169f.